- Action methods
- Film production with young
people
- Interactive workshops
-Issue based Theatre in Education

Actionwork

We don’t just talk we do

Theatre - Film - Education
Action = The causation of
change by the exertion of
power
Work = Accomplishment
through action activities
Actionwork makes films and
produces theatre. Also check
out our creative workshops &
other educational sessions.
Actionwork specialises in
tackling bullying, racism, and
sexism through the power of
multimedia and action. Arts
fusion, ritual, celebration,
dance, drama, ipower, and
tings all combine to create
an energised action method
holistic programme.
Explore difficult subjects in
fun and exciting ways. Don’t

just sit around chatting about
a topic, actually get in to it.
Live your topic, document it,
draw inspiration from it, feel
the vibes of it, tune in to it.
Take your thoughts and ideas
on to a new level. Find new
angles of experience and expression. Feel the force!
Make a film, learn how to use
a camera, direct actors or act
yourself. Create music and
drama. Play games! Produce
a play, make masks, design a
set or manage a stage. Have
fun and create action. Action
Stations! Go!
Actionwork offers many
programmes including those
listed here:

Recent clients include Norwich Playhouse UK, Anti-Bullying Alliance (ABA), Government Departments, (eg DFES,
DOE)British Council, Regional
and Borough Councils, Kyoto
University, the Dawn Center
Japan, University of London,
Whitechapel Hospital, The
Norwegian Institute of Dramatherapy, Belmarsh prison,
Exeter University, schools &
youth centres across the UK.
Actionwork comes to you. We
travel the length and breadth
of the country and to many
destinations abroad. Please
contact us for further details.
We want to hear from you.
Actionwork, PO Box 433,
WSM, BS24 0WY, England UK
Tel: 01934 815163
Website:
www.actionwork.com
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Note from the Editor:
Welcome to the fourth issue of Mpower
You magazine. This year we can hear
people regaining their voices with protests
and demonstrations gaining momentum
against dictators, the Mafia, corporate
crime and bank rip-offs. People are empowering themselves and standing up for
their rights. In this issue we cross real and
virtual borders, look at local and international projects. We demonstrate how
empowerment can start small with the self and grow large with the
whole community. Take the time to plant a seed of wisdom, a seed
of love, a seed of learning; tender it, nurture it and watch it grow,
watch it flourish. As well as this you can read our regular features
and make use of our free lesson plans and resources. If you would
like to make a contribution, write us a letter or just let us know
what you think of the magazine. Please write to us at: questions@
mpower.eu. Thanks again for reading and I hope you enjoy this
issue of Mpower You magazine.
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What’s On
Coming up in the months ahead;
music, theatre, art, peaceful protests, eco friendly events, dance,
workshops, conferences, films,
adventure walks & more.

March
1st - 31st Empowerment Workshops. Touring to schools and colleges all over the UK
Info: Tel: 01934 815163
www.actionwork.com/images/
actionworkshops2011b.pdf
2nd Virtual Peace Poetry in the
ARC Creative Arts Centre 7-8pm
Info: antiviolencecampus.org
2nd - end of May ‘War Horse’
New London Theatre, Drury Lane
Info: www.reallyuseful.com

Prof. Eric Debarbieux, International Observatory on Violence in
Schools (France)
Info: antiviolencecampus.org
7th Virtual Anti-Bullying Role-Play
in the ARC Creative Arts Centre
6-7pm
Info: antiviolencecampus.org
8th Regional meeting for the
London Anti-Bullying Alliance
Info: antibullyingalliance.org
14th Virtual Discussion “Bullying
In Schools” in the ARC Creative
Arts Centre 1-2pm
Info:antiviolencecampus.org
15th Free training course for all
singing leaders. Chacewater.
Info: www.abcd.org.uk

3rd - 4th The Little Howdy Do
festival. At the Relentless Garage, Islington, London.
Info: www.peggywho.com
4th Cwlwm Celtaidd (Celtic Knot)
festival. 10th annivesary. The
Grand Pavillion, Porthcawl, South
Wales.
Info: www.cwlwmceltaidd.com
5th-26th Japanese Taiko drumming classes. Great fun and great
excercise.
More info: taikomeantime.com
6th Bent Double. Satrical observations from Tom Allen with MC Zoe
Lyons at Komedia in Brighton
Info: www.komedia.co.uk
7th ‘The ten commandments of violence in schools: Part 1 – Analysis
of violence in schools’ 14:00-15:00
CET (15.00-16.00 GMT). Speaker:

15th ‘The ten commandments
of violence in schools: 2 – The
keys for intervention’ 14:00-15:00
CET (15.00-16.00 GMT). Speaker:
Prof. Eric Debarbieux, International Observatory on Violence in
Schools (France)
Info: antiviolencecampus.org
16th A night with Ken Robinson
the Creativity Specialist. 7-11pm
Congress Centre, London
18th Vibraphonic festival of reggae, soul, urban, jazz, funk, blues,
hip hop and more.

Info: www.vibraphonic.co.uk
18th ‘E-Learning – the state-ofthe-art: Facts and acts’
10:30-12:00 CET (11:30-13:00
GMT)
Speaker: Tinko Stoyanov, Infoart
(Bulgaria)
Info: antiviolencecampus.org
21 Matsercalss with Tavaziva
Dance Company. Truro
Info: www.danceandtheatrecor
wall.co.uk
21 Libera Memory Day. Italian
day of remembering victims of
the mafia.
Info: memoria@libera.it
22nd - 31st Yalla Yalla Comedy
and Circus theatre. Tobacco Factory Bristol
Info:
www.tobaccofactory theatre.
com
22nd ‘School dropout and school
climate’ 14:00-15:00CET (15.0016.00 GMT)
Speaker: Professor Catherine
Blaya, International Observatory
on Violence in Schools (France)
Info: antiviolencecampus.org
24th Henry Madden Library
Showcase
Info: www.bulldogpride.org
25th ‘The new face of e-learning: Future trends’ 10:30-12:00,
CET (11:30-13:00 GMT)
Speaker: Tinko Stoyanov, Infoart
(Bulgaria)
Info: antiviolencecampus.org
31st - 7th May ‘Wastewter’
a play by Smon Stephens at
the Royal Court 		
Theatre, London.

Info: royalcourttheatre.com
31st “Virtual Classrooms: Facts and
Trends” 10:30-12:00 CET (11:3013:00 GMT)
Speaker: Tinko Stoyanov, Infoart
(Bulgaria)
Info: antiviolencecampus.org

April

10th Laughter Therapy with Jimmy
Carr. Birmingham.
Info: via Ticketmasters.

11th Virtual Discussion “Bullying In
Schools” in the ARC Creative Arts
Centre 1-2pm
May
Info:antiviolencecampus.org
15th - 18th Oxford Folk Festival.
Acts include Peatbog Faeries, Dervish and the Deerhunters.

1st – 30th Actionwork Antibullying Workshops.
Taking place all over the
UK, members of the
Actionwork team come
to your school/event
and run fun, interactive
workshops on a range of
topics.
Info: 01934 815163/
actionwork.com
4th Virtual Discussion
“Violence In Schools” in the ARC
Creative Arts Centre 1-2pm
Info:antiviolencecampus.org
7th - 9th The 4th international
Conference on Violence in Schools
held in Mendoza, Argentina
Info: http://www.5cmve.mendoza.
edu.ar/en/en.htm
8th Funkarama. Early 1980’s new
York and Chicago house with DJ’s
Leonardo Glovibes and Daz Sound.
10pm-5am. Barcode, Vauxhall,
London SE11
Info: www.bar-code.co.uk
9th Rowan Annual Lecture:
‘Primary Attachment for Troubled
Children’ with Sir Richard Bowlby,
(John Bowlby’s son), 10 -5, Town
Hall, Wells, Somerset,
Booking 01458 831398
Info: wwwrowancentre.net

30th Camden Crawl Acoustic Indie
Festival
Info: thecamdencrawl.com

1st – 31st Actionwork Anti-bullying
Workshops.
Taking place all over the UK, members of the Actionwork team come
to your school/event
and run fun, interactive workshops on a
range of topics.
Info: 01934 815163/
actionwork.com
6th - 7th SOS 4.8
Music Festival. Murcia,
Spain. Acts include
Patti Smith, The Kooks,
Tiga, Suede, White Lies,
Editors, MGMT.
Info: www.sos48.com

Info: www.oxfordfolkfestival.co.uk
16 ‘Music Therapy’: music for
nourishment and support with
Helen Lunt, Music Therapist and
cellist. In Glastonbury
Booking 01458 831398
Info: www.rowancentre.net

7th ‘Play Therapy’: have
fun while you learn through playing
and making a mess! Alison Chown
In Glastonbury, Somerset
Booking 01458 831398
Info: www.rowancentre.net

7th - 29th Brighton Festival. Showcase for music, dance and theatre.
Special guest: Aung San Suu Kyi
18th Virtual Anti-Bullying Role-Play
Info: www.brightonfestival.org
in the ARC Creative Arts Centre
3-4pm
26th Laughter Therapy with Jimmy
Info: antiviolencecampus.org
Carr. Kendal Leisure Centre, Kendal
Info: via Ticketmasters.
21st Hen and Chickens Comedy
Night with Shazia Mirza. Bristol.
21 ‘Not too cool to play’: working
210 North Street, Bedminster
with fun and creativity with
challenging adolescents.
25th Virtual Peace Poetry in the
Larry Galloway. In Glastonbury.
ARC Creative Arts Centre 7-8pm
Booking 01458 831398
Info: antiviolencecampus.org
Info: wwwrowancentre.net

Top ten ways to survive

8. Remember you still have a future

Relationship Breakups

You may feel that you have lost your shared
dreams and goals and these can hard to let
go. No one can take these memories from
you. Allow yourself to have new dreams and
a new future. Set yourself new goals and
find othr things that are important to you.

With so many people suffering relationship
breakdowns here are our top ten tips to
help deal with it.
Many thanks to everyone on Twitter who
offered up their suggestions
1. Acceptance
One of the biggest difficulties is facing the
fact that it is over. This can be true whether
you instigated the break up or not. You need
to deal with the reality of the situation. Its
over! If you cannot accept you will not be
able to move forward. You may have lost
a relationship but you don’t want to lose
yourself.So do not allow the loss to consume
yourself or destroy other areas of your life.

2. Grieve
Allow yourself to grieve. There is nothing
wrong with crying or feeling sad. It is normal. You are human and these are human
emotions. Allow yourself to feel. Allow
yourself to suffer. Remember that no one
can suffer for you or indeed take away your
suffering. Dealing with and facing the pain
will ultimately make you a stronger person.

9. Nurture yourself
Help yourself heal by finding time for activities that you enjoy and are healing.
For example: reading, walking, music, yoga,
a hot bath, get a massage or even savor a
warm cup of tea. Learn to like yourself and
people will like and love you even more.
10. Reality check
5. Friends
Start focussing on the people who are
there in your life. Find out who your
true friends are. Who WILL be there
for you? Be thankful for them, cherish
them and spend time with them. Don’t
be afraid to talk with them, they may be
able to see different perspectives.

Ask yourself some questions and look at the
big picture:
a) How did you contribute to problems in
the relationship?
b) How do you deal with stress, conflict and
insecurities?
c) Do you accept people for how they are or
the way they ‘should’ be?
d) Are you in control of your feelings or are
they in control of you?

6. Give yourself a break

3. But you still love them.
Take a short holiday or weekend
This is really tricky. You still love them but
away. Recharge your batteries
they don’t love you. If you really love them
then you must want what is best for them and allow yourself time to heal.
and that is to let them go. Truly letting go is Don’t worry if you function at less
the best way of loving them. They may even than optimal level for a while.
love you for letting them go.
Remember that you are human.

4. Therapy

7. Don’t rush in to a new
relationship

If you feel the need for outside help, such as
counseling or therapy, do not be ashamed. A rebound relationship is a disThere are many opportunities to pursue this traction from the pain and sorrow
including one-to-one psychotherapy, group
you are feeling. It is a quick fix and
therapy and a whole range of self-help
groups. Ask a friend for a recommendation generally will not help you in the
or search online for opportunities in your lo- long run. Not only could you damcal area. You might also want to try a variety age yourself you could also damof self-help counselling books such as ‘How age your new partner.
to mend a broken heart’ by Dick Innes. Published by ACW Press: 2001

Dear Charley
I am allowed to use the laptop at
home to chat to my friends online
and to watch some programmes
on BBC iplayer, but my parents
won’t let me take the laptop up to
my bedroom. I think they’re being
mean as all my friends are allowed
to and I just want some privacy.
From Vicky aged 12
Dear Vicky

Readers’ Letters Page
Dear Charley

Letter of the week

I am feeling a lot of pressure from friends at school to look and behave just like
them. I think they won’t like me anymore if I am different. I have been vegetarian
all my life and I’m now going to start eating meat because they all say I’m weird.
They laugh at my phone because it’s not the latest model, and I miss out on doing a lot of good clubs at school because my friends don’t think it’s cool to go to
them. What do you think I should do?
From Chloe aged 11
Dear Chloe
It is hard work trying to fit in at school, and to you it probably feels like the most
important thing right now. Have a think about your friendships. Does a good
friend question or tease her friend about what she eats or what phone she has?
Do you ask why they eat meat, or think they are weird for doing it? They probably
just don’t understand, and anything different equals weird to them. Perhaps you
can educate them about vegetarianism a bit, and if you don’t feel you want to do
that, just try and be confident and proud of the choices you make. “This is what I
do, so what!?” Being strong and proud to have different views to others is a hard
part of growing up, but it will make people respect you, and you will be the one
who looks cool in the end. You don’t have to have the latest gadget. Feeling good
about yourself and walking tall is the best way of all to look and feel great. Good
luck.
From Charley

I know that privacy is very important to you at your age, however
I think that your parents are being sensible and are trying to protect you. Cyberbullying is affecting
many young people now, and social
networking and chat sites like Facebook and MSN are ways that people can be unkind, tease and bully
others from a distance without
perhaps fully understanding the
impact it may have on the person
getting bullied. Your parents want
you to feel safe in your own home
and especially in your own bedroom, so if you are downstairs with
your family they can keep an eye
on what you are doing, hopefully
without intruding on your privacy
too much. I hope that helps you.
From Charley

Dear Charley
My daughter is 12 and going through adolescence, and has been making my life hell for a while now. I am at the end of my
tether and don’t know how to handle her. She is rude about me to my face, answers me back, swears at me and then laughs at
me when I threaten her with punishments. My husband keeps out of the situation and never backs me up. For the sake of my
sanity and my marriage we need to get our daughter under control. Do you have any suggestions? From Linda
Dear Linda, It does sound as though things have reached crisis point for you, and you need to make a plan of action and keep to
it. Does your daughter laugh at your punishment threats because you do not carry them through? If that is the case then try to
make realistic punishments that you can and will carry out if you really want her to believe you and listen to you. Make sure your
husband knows this is happening so that he can back you up. You need to present a united front to her. Being a good parent is
about being loving and supportive but firm when necessary so that children know that there are boundaries which cannot be
crossed without consequences. Adolescence is such a hard and confusing time for children, but also for their parents. I hope you
and your family are able to come through this difficult time together. From Charley

U Power
W

hen I look back over my life I
realize there were 3 defining
moments that brought me to where I
am today.

T

he first one happened at age 3
when I declared, ‘I am going to
be a singer.’ The next one was when
my mum enrollled me, at age 11, into
motivational courses. She wanted
me to understand the power of
choice & possibility. I ended up using
the skills I learned to deal with some
of the more difficult issues in my
life - my parents’ divorce, low selfesteem, my dream being challenged
and the death of my dad.

I

f someone had told me I would
be doing what I am doing now I
would not have believed them since
I was focusing all my efforts on my
dream of becoming a famous singer.
But that all changed the day a school
principal asked me to perform for her
students. The show ended up being
more than just music. The students
started asking me questions about
my career. Then their questions
turned into life issues. I answered
them by sharing my personal stories
and the life tools I used to help me
move through my experiences. That
day was the third defining moment.

I

started to realize that young people
wanted ways to help them move
through their life situations. Knowing
that music is a powerful way to communicate, I started including a life
tool in every song I wrote.

T

hen I noticed that young people
seem to relate best to my combination of singing and speaking.
Then I realized how much I loved that
combination as well.

I

soon figured out that I had found
my true passion, my true purpose
– motivational speaker/singer/songwriter. I wanted students to realize
that they are not alone and that it is
possible to move through challenging times, as long as you have a set
of Life Skills in your back pocket.

W

e can’t always control the
circumstances in our lives but
we always have the ability to choose
the choices we make - this is where
our power lies. This is what I call our
UPower. And from that piece of wisdom, my UPower® concerts and my
UPower® workshops were created.

L

et me share with you a real situation that will help you have a
better understanding of UPower
and the formula© I have created to
move through challenging situations
- big or small.

I

n my teens I was having a confidential conversation with a ‘friend’
I trusted. The next day I found out
that she had told other friends what I
had shared with her. I wished I could
have gone back in time and chose not
to share with her. I wish I could have
made my friend keep secrets and not
gossip. I felt very betrayed and very
angry.

I

realized that even though I could
not change the CIRCUMSTANCE, I
could CHOOSE how I wanted to react
to the CIRCUMSTANCE.

I
1

came up with three choices:
I could choose to talk to her about
how I felt or write her a letter
explaining how I felt

2

I could choose never talk to her
again

3

*

B

I

I could choose to forgive her and
accept her for who she is. 		
(Knowing that even though she is
nice and fun to be around she is
not good at keeping secrets)

efore I made my CHOICE I had to
think about what I wanted my
END RESULT to be. The END RESULT
that I wanted was FORGIVENESS.

S
H

o for me the CHOICE I chose was
choice 3.

ere is the UPower FORMULA©
that I use when making a
decision:

*
*
*

Write out your CIRCUMSTANCE
Write out all the CHOICES that
you have.

Write out what you want your
END RESULT to be (how you want
to feel, what kind of person you
want to be etc)

Choose the CHOICE that will work
best to help get you your desired
END RESULT

t is not always easy to make great
choices. At times it can be hard
to take responsibility for our own
behaviour and actions. But it is the
only way that will allow us to grow,
learn, and be powerful. Let’s choose
to make ourselves and our lives the
best that they can be. Let’s choose to
own our UPower.

Remember

that in the
storybook we are all
the authors.

For more information
about Upower and
Sara Westbrook
please visit
www.sarawestbrook.com

In Ciudad Juárez (Mexico), at least one woman disappear every week. Her body will appear in

the desert surrounding the city after a while, with clear proof of having been brutally tortured,
raped and mutilated, or perhaps only a cadaver or a few bits of bone will appear, the only witnesses to vicious and cruel murder.
Since 1993 the number of murders of women in Juárez, a phenomenon known as feminicide, has soared above 650. Violence and abuse continue to be the norm in this city, without
responses or actions taken by justice.
The phenomenon of femicide
or feminicide (genocide against
women) is an issue of world
interest that unfortunately
affects a large number of the
women in modern-day society.
As a woman and an artist, my
objective consists of supporting and contributing to the
punishment and the ending
of all of these evil and lurid
injustices.

DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKS:
LOS GRITOS DEL DESIERTO

we can see how a candle is
lighted. Every time one name
and date appears to the first
wall on the second one it
would lighted another candle.

This installation is composed
by seven framed images set
on the floor.

400 Nombres y Fechas
The artist explores the
relationship between
words and sound by
using lines of names
and dates that hint at
human torture.

The work is complemented
with text and soft light. The
arrangement of each image
and the lighting is very important to create an aura of
silence. The images, seen as a
single one, as isolated pieces,
give harmony to the whole installation. The fragmented image and text show the sense
of marginalization between
the individual and the society.
The use of text details cruelty, agony and pain and the
fragmented images mirror the
conditions of women torture.
The text is writing by Mexican
poets and some of the victim’s mothers.

Teresa Puig
HELP
This video is projected on
two different walls. On one of
them appear a name and date
of one of the City of Juarez
victims. On the second wall

www.teresapuig.com
tpuigpastor@yahoo.es

Empowerment - Youth Act
Empowerment
By Carrie Supple
Everyone needs to feel significant and accepted. A sense
of empowerment comes
from knowing that your pres-

ence, words and actions are
noticed and valued. We all
experience power relations
in different ways and patterns are embedded from
childhood. Most people feel

powerful in some settings
and diminished in others.
Understanding the uses and
abuses of power is essential.
‘The greatest fear of any living being is to be rejected;
to have what he or she holds
dear ignored and marginal-

ized.’ (Elaine Sihera) ‘The
world is run by those who
turn up.’ (Gary Younge)
My starting point for this
piece is that work which aims
to empower young people

is not too different from
work which aims to empower
any age group. I’m going to
talk about a very specific
project, Youth Act which a
group of us at the Citizenship
Foundation adapted from
an American model (www.
youthact.org) for the UK in

2003. It is still running, www.
citizenshipfoundation.org.uk/
youthact.
Youth Act trains young people and adults to campaign
on issues of concern to

them (bullying, gun/knife
crime, housing, hospital closure, youth provision etc).
The empowerment happens
as a result of a combination
of factors:
•Encouraging participants to
see themselves as part of the
solution
•Building their confidence as
activists, communicators and
citizens
•Offering input to enable
learning about how power
and lobbying work
•Developing skills: planning,
finding and keeping allies, using the media
•Focusing on the positive
partnership between young
people and adults
•Creating an instinct to sense
injustice and act collectively
to challenge it.
We used a mix of learning
and socializing, providing
opportunities for groups to
meet decision-makers and to
succeed and make an impact.
Empowerment work is most
effective when based in a
context driven by Ubuntu,
the African concept promoted by Nelson Mandela and
defined by Archbishop Tutu:
‘A person with Ubuntu is
open and available to others, affirming of others,

does not feel threatened that others are able
and good, for he or she has
a proper self-assurance that
comes from knowing that he
or she belongs in a greater
whole and is diminished
when others are humiliated
or diminished, when others
are tortured or oppressed.’
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Ubuntu_(philosophy)

By Carrie Supple, Grants
Officer, Education and Learning, Paul Hamlyn Foundation
csupple@phf.org.uk Tel. 020
7227 3511
For more information about
Youth Act, please contact Ade
Sofola, Youth Act Director
ade.sofola@citizenshipfoundation.org.uk Tel. 020 7566
5033

White Horse Relay
If you had pitched this idea to
me a year ago, I would have
laughed heartily in your face.
You want me to run for approximately 70 miles and have
me pay £70 for the pleasure?
Yeeeeeeah… I’m not much of
a running enthusiast. If anything I’m more a fan of the
sitting and the lying down.
Though nowadays, what with
Jamie having his way with our
diets and everyone looking to
stay fit and healthy by taking
up more exercise, this does
actually look quite tempting.
Plus it’d be nice to actually
exercise in the real outdoors
instead of in front of the Wii.
Basically you and your team
of seven to ten runners will
relay through the Wiltshire
countryside, making your way
around all eight of the White
Horses and all profits go
towards Carers Support West
Wilts. So, as well as keeping fit and engaging in some
friendly competition, you get
to have a warm fuzzy feeling in your tummy because
you’ve helped out a good
cause too.
The teams are limited to 20 in
total, and at the time of writing there are seven spaces

left for any groups of relay
enthusiasts who are looking
for a different way to see the
Wiltshire countryside.
There are a variety of distances and terrain that take
you through beautiful scenic
routes. Guarantees of the
girl from Devizes (who won
lots of prizes for her assets
of two different sizes) being
one of the runners can’t be
made, unfortunately. And
for your own unofficial rules,
you can keep a mental tally
of the number of times you
hear someone with a thick
West Country accent exclaim,
“Bloody big ‘orse, innet!”

POEMS BY
LUKE WELCH
“White City”
For Cack . An old friend lost to
Brown .
Once, the pavements that you sold
from were under your control
like the way your fingers folded
notes and Rizlers immaculately.
You were a pioneer back then,
an architect of your own white city.
So why did you choose to chase a
life you were fleeing?
only to end up on the narrowest
edge of conciseness,
to move from crystals to dust
into the heart of your own
diseased city.
Because the soul that you were
hiding
is now the only thing worth selling,
bought by a minion for a devil you
onced despised.
Now you gather round his spoon in
the ritual of extraction,

When:
Sunday 4th September 2011,
kicks of at 9am.
www.carers.org
www.whitehorserelay.org

waking on our streets with stained
fingers begging
for anything or anyone to take you
home.

cepts and ended up confusing myself more than other
people!
Words can both be very beautiful conveying wonderful imagery, and at the same time misleading and
cumbersome. We do not communicate through words
alone, we use our eyes, our face, our hands and our
body. Our voice not only communicates words, much
can be understood from our tone, speed of delivery,
breathiness and fluency. The theatre and other art
forms make use of all of these and more.

Two Becomes One - The Real Story.
Everyone said it couldn’t be done. “There’s no way
you’re gonna’ write a play that’s understandable to
both English and Japanese people ... and you’ll never
raise the money anyway ... touring Japan and England
- never!”
I have been thinking about communication and
understanding for a long time now. “How can you
explain something to someone who speaks a different language?” I remember in primary school a
teacher setting us an essay on ‘how to explain the
rules of cricket
to an alien’, now I didn’t
even know the
rules of cricket
myself, let
alone explain
it to an alien.
It wasn’t until
much later in
life, after I had spent two years living with
a group of people in a rainforest, learning their language, their culture, that this thought dawned on me.
People would ask me “what was it like living in the
jungle?”, and I would say things like “great ... fantastic ... best time of my life ... etc”, but I had no words
to explain what it was really like. How could I explain
concepts that were ‘alien’ to those around me? Ideas
and beliefs that were fluid, understandable to me only
in terms of feelings or dreams. I wrote a 10,000 word
plus thesis once trying to explain one of these con-

Why choose to go to
Japan? In much of my
work, particularly the
plays that I have written,
I have often used another language other than
English. This would often
be a few lines spoken here
and there amidst a majority
of English. I had never used
Japanese before, and I didn’t
know any Japanese either. I
chose Japan by chance really,
or rather Japan chose me. While
studying for a Masters at university, I made friends with
Mari, a Japanese woman. She liked my work and said
that it would go down well in Japan. Encouraged by
this I set about thinking of a project to tour Japan.
This ‘thinking’ was rather put on the back-burner; too
much other work was on. We were creating and touring plays all over England, just getting enough money
in to pay the rent. If
we were to tour
Japan, the first
thing to be done
was to pay for it.

For about a year I wrote to funding bodies in both
England and Japan with an idea to tour a multi-cultural play on the subject of bullying to both Japan and
England. No-one was interested, not even any of my
friends said that this was a feasible project.
It was at this point that I decided not to tell the whole
story anymore. People could not cope with it. So I
split it up in to small bits. The first stage of this project

was to write the play.
Breaking it up like this seemed to work wonders – it
now looked a lot simpler and people could perceive
what it was all about. I secured enough funding from
the DAIWA Foundation to pay for 2 return flights from
Japan and set about securing some Japanese actors to
work with.
I worked with one Japanese actor, one Filipino actor
(from Japan) and two English actors for a
month. During this time, I involved them in
a whole variety of creative activities, blind
games, rituals, role-plays, and cross-cultural explorations. I filmed all the activities.
It was an intense time. At the end of this
period, to fit in with my funding commitments we held a showcase of project
activities at DAIWA House, which was
very well received.
I then spent the next six-weeks transcribing all the recorded material and
creating a first draft script. The play
concerns love story between a Japanese girl and a Filipino boy and explored issues
of bullying and racism. Six further weeks of revisions
and I had a script I was happy with. I was now ready
to work with my assistant Japanese writer. I wanted
half the play to be in Japanese and
the other half in English. It was no
good doing a direct translation, I
needed to go deeper than that.
It had to be an interpretation. I
marked the passages that needed
changing in to Japanese and
worked with my Japanese writer
for two-weeks. The process of
interpretation is not easy. Some
things are just not translatable,
for example even the word bullying (ijime) can have different
connotations or different meanings. Metaphors are almost impossible to interpret –
we needed to find new ones and sentences that held
some ambiguity were really difficult to translate. We
spent a lot of time altering metaphorical statements,
culturally specific language and ambiguous sentences.
The script evolved, the story grew and eventually I
was ready to move on to stage 2.
Stage two naturally followed on from the first. Now

that I had something solid to work with I was able to
share the idea, the concept more clearly. It’s funny
how success breeds success. As I has been successful
in realising stage one, people were starting to take
notice. People were starting to give me the benefit
of the doubt. Maybe this crazy Englishman really can
pull it off! I needed financial support and so turned to
some friends for advice. I was guided to a contact in
the British Council who overruled a previous decision
by them of a refusal to discuss funding the project
with me. It seems that it is not what you know but
who you know. Once I had a door open to present
my case to them, they were interested and happy to
support the project. The British Council granted me
£5000. Wow! This was then quickly matched with
further funding from DAIWA, the Japan Foundation
and several other sources. I raised enough money to
create a ‘bare-bones’ tour. Bare-bones is not ideal –
it means no room for mistakes. There was no profit
or even wages for me (but then this project was not
about money for me). It did mean that I could pay for
decent rehearsal space, hire professional actors, have
a travel and touring budget, which included flights to
Japan for the whole troupe, and myself. Bare bones
has no room for luxuries, no room for errors. I had
the money, now I et about promoting it again and
booking up the tour. I engaged a Japanese volunteer
on work experience who helped me create Japanese
promotional literature. She also
became my main
point of contact between the Japanese
schools and myself.
The process of booking up the tour was
surprisingly simple. Our
aim was to do a month
in England and a month
in Japan. We had a clear
concept: a cross-cultural
anti-bullying project. The
dates booked up very
quickly and the
tour was oversubscribed
in both the UK and Japan.
I jumped in to the rehearsal process thinking that all
the hard work had been done. I wanted to get started
with creativity and I was overflowing with it. I offered
places to the original performers I had worked with
at the writing stage. Not everyone took up the offer
so I placed adverts in the national press. I received

over 500 CV’s and photos from actors across the
country. An extensive audition process gave me my
final troupe of actors. Rehearsal rooms were booked
and rehearsals started. I was buzzing. The rehearsal
process went through many levels. In the beginning
we concentrated on communication. How we were
going to communicate our message to our audience
and how we communicated with each other as
a group. My first task was to gain a
common understanding of
the script, a script
that was in two
languages. It was my
belief that before we
could think about our
audience understanding, we had to understand it ourselves. We
explored many ways of
communicating; through
voice, body language,
imagery, dance, song, ritual,
games, and sign language
through to using our eyes and
body movements. Once we were able to effectively communicate
with each other without relying on words alone, we
started working on the script.
Interesting as it was, I am not going to talk the reader
through the rehearsal process – that is a subject for
another article. I do though want to mention a few
things that happened. Part of my philosophy as a
director and as a groupwork facilitator is to take the
group I am working with as far as they can so that
they stop relying on me. This can be quite a difficult
transition, for both sides. For me, I help take people to
a place where I then become redundant. They are in
a place, mentally, where they can rely on themselves
and on each other. To suddenly become ‘not needed’
can be very difficult, but I would not do it any other
way. This method gets a lot of resistance and upsets a
few people: “but we want you to help us more”, “why
can’t you be there for us?”, “why are you abandoning
us?” It is not until after the end, when a tour is completed or a set of trainings finished and work has commenced in the ‘new field’ that it is possible for people
to appreciate this method.
It is difficult and at times it can be brutal.

Now with this acting troupe I had not allowed for a
disenchanted actor and a photographer from a National newspaper who came in with a reporter to
record an article about the project. For some reason
the photographer took a dislike to me and while I was
being interviewed by the reporter, started to stir
things up with the actors; “Why had I
made them work in such a horrible
place”, “why was there such negative energy from the Director”,
“why wasn’t I giving the actors
more time off” and other such
comments. Without warning
one of my actors dropped out
and I had to find another one
at short notice. This was more
difficult than it seemed. Not
only did I have to bring them
up to speed but I had to
find ways to integrate them
into the troupe. I was not entirely
successful in this endeavour. The new actor had
an inferiority complex that I was unable to overcome.
This was exacerbated by the fact that they were not
chosen as an original cast member.
The rehearsals finished, the play was kicking. Crew
and cast were brimming with
energy
and ready to tour. During the
first week in the UK we toured
schools in Cornwall. I went
to every show, gave the cast
notes after the performances
and facilitated the after-show
creative workshops. I used
these workshops as training
sessions for the cast, so that
they would be able to run
the workshops themselves,
without me. The first day of
week two and I chose not
to attend. I told them that
they were now on their own. I was ready for
some resistance but I nearly had a full scale mutiny on
my hands. I had not realised how scared they were.
They ‘needed’ me there. I did not turn up to the next
performance. They had a difficult time working in a
central London school, where the students took no
prisoners. Fire and brimstone! The actors expected

respect before they had even started the performance and could not cope with the chat and constant
feedback from the students during the show. This is in
contrast to a similar show I took to Belmarsh prison.
Watched by over 200 inmates, the actors afterwards
said they were scared for their lives! Prisoners came
up on stage during the show
and participated
in the action, threatening the
nasty
characters (not the actor
but the character). The actors in this situation used
their fear to give the best
performance of their
lives – it was electric,
and I would have to
say, one of the best
performances I have
ever seen.
Back at the school,
after the show, I
turned up to help with a
deconstruction. Half the cast would
not speak to me … they were fuming with anger. The others understood their baptism of fire. But
they all knew, despite the difficult session that they
could do it without me. Objective achieved. I was not
their to be liked and I have broad shoulders.
Probably the highlight of the UK dates were the performances in Sadlers Wells Theatre, London. The rest
of the touring dates in England were
fairly straightforward – I turned up
to a few dates but not all. I left the
troupe to make the show their own.
Once finished it was off to Japan. I
told the troupe that the first week in
Japan they would do it without me
and that I would join them later on in
the tour. The resistance was still there
but most of the cast members were
starting to understand and finally to
appreciate.
Touring to Japan was amazing. The whole troupe gained a
lifetime experience. The schools
and groups we worked with had never experienced anything quite like this before and they
lapped it up voraciously. We encountered no
difficulties with the Japanese participants.
After their experiences in the UK the troupe

found the Japanese young people a real pleasure to
work with: open, friendly, respectful and wanting
more. In fact they found it so easy that some members of the cast started to slack and treat the tour as
a bit of a holiday or their own personal social event.
One key member, a Japanese actress: Noriko Sakura
held it all together. She never wavered with her enthusiasm, was always available for audience members
to answer questions and even help them with personal difficulties they might have with bullying.
Noriko ended up being the star of
the show and of the whole
tour. She led by example
and was a creative credit to
the show, to the tour and to
the people around her. One of
the things that I learnt was that
you need at least one person
like Noriko in a difficult tour that
works with difficult issues. Someone that is true to themselves and
true to who they are working with.
Without Noriko I believe that the
tension and the slacking in the group
could have got unbearable for the cast
and crew.

Postscript
Feedback from young people and teachers in both
the UK and Japan was very positive. The Japanese
students liked it more than the English students for
one reason: the Japanese loved the idea of using two
languages even though many of them could not speak
English, whereas many of the English students found
that to be the biggest negative for them. Many English
students did not want the bother of trying to understand what was going on when the Japanese dialogue
was being spoken.
Two Becomes One, or 2b1 was an Anglo-Japanese
anti-bullying project that I produced as part of the
Japan2001 international festival.
Words by Andy Hickson/More info: www.actionwork.

The words of blind adventurer
Miles Hilton-Barber who, in the
last ten years alone, has set
numerous world records undertaking extreme events across
all seven continents of our
world in the fields of mountaineering, desert and polar ultramarathons, power-boat racing,
scuba-diving, motor-racing and
long distance, aerobatic and
supersonic flying amongst other
achievements.

that will take and develop:

Courage
Determination
Imagination
Collaboration
Concentration
Curiosity
Empathy
Self Belief

He has delivered inspirational
speeches at over 500 corporate
events in 67 countries around
the world to date. At the end of
last term he spent a day at our
school reminding us that we too
can live our dreams.
From opening in 2003 we have
tried to be optimistic, positive
I The children of Keys Meadow
Primary School are embarking on and inclusive with an insistent
a truly aspirational project – ‘Live „can do‟ approach. Our school
Your Dream’, which is designed badge and its maxim: “You can
to help the students develop their do it. You can fly” is at the core
of this thinking, practice and our
confidence.
approach to education and life.
Inspired by a visit from Miles
Hilton-Barber, the famous blind
adventurer, the students and
staff of Keys Meadow have challenged themselves to push past
the boundaries of their comfort
zones and prove that dreams can
be realised.
“You can do it - You can fly” is
our school maxim.
“The only limits in your life are
those you accept yourself”

We think our children understand the metaphoric meaning
of our maxim – that they can all
“fly”, but we now want to prove it
to them by embarking on something hugely inspirational, ambitious and designed to help them
(and us!) grow their “circle of
confidence”.

Positivity
Self Evaluation
And sheer energy!!
And prove to them that anything
is possible.
Your involvement and support
will be sought at some point in
the project that will be happening over the next two terms.
The children will also be working with a range of other people
including film-makers, actors,
dancers, musicians and other
performers, producers, directors, technicians, designers,
hospital workers, charity workers, entrepreneurs, and business people from different walks
of life including the rich and
famous
For more info please contact:
keysmeadow@gmail.com

We are calling this our “Live
Your Dream” Project and each
class or year group or phase
has been challenged to imagine, decide on, plan, undertake
and persevere with a project

Join the Facebook group:
http://tinyurl.com/6kpsvrr

Poems by Luke Welsh

In the mirror

The other side of the bathroom’s
frosted glass
pale and bruised,
locked in a gaze of blood shot eyes.
you stare- vacantly, ghoulishly
at nothing more than a skeleton.

You looked as though you just
broke through
the final layers of a shell,
and crawled to a reflection of
unrecognised face.
Blood, smudged within the black
stubble of your hair
as your fingers picked at your scalp.

Were you trying to free what was
left of your brain?
Or check for resins of a former
self?
Because I could not stem the
spring from flowing,
or formulate a tear deep enough to
drown in
I was lost with the shell’s pieces of
infancy
in a time when I looked up to you
proud to call you brother.

Actionwork at
Glastonbury 2011
Green Futures Field
Bristol-based Theatre in Education
Company, Actionwork is returning
once again to Glastonbury’s Green
Futures Field for a week of inspiring performances and fun-filled
workshops sessions.
The 12-strong Actionwork Team,
made up of writers, actors, singers
and comedians, will be focusing
on the topic of anti-bullying for
their week-long residency at the
festival. Two shows, “Glastonbully’
and ‘The Chronicle of a bully’ will
run once a day in the Actionwork
Marquee and once in the legendary Speaker’s Forum on Saturday
morning.
If theatre isn’t your thing, then
there’s plenty more to enjoy.
‘Impro-Olympics’ will see the team
take suggestions from the audience and try to make up funny
scenes on the spot in rapid-fire
rounds of sharp wits and quick
thinking.
Actionwork’s famous ‘Blind Olympics’ will be running again this year,
where contestants don blind folds
and make their way around the
obstacle course that it Glastonbury
with only their partners as their
guides (remember, no talking).
Also going on around the site will
be Actionwork’s ‘Image Theatre
Dip-Ins’. The team create an ongoing flash mob of still imagery
around the festival while the public
can feel free to join in or simply

observe.
With all this and still more on offer,
Actionwork’s daily events are perfect for all ages and designed for
festival-goers to drop in whenever
they like and leave as soon as their
favourite bands are about to take
the stage elsewhere.
Actionwork events will be running
from 1pm to 6pm each day and
from 12pm on Saturday.
For more information go to:
www.actionwork.com/glastonburyfestival.html
www.glastonburyfestivals.co.uk

New book out in March 2011.
To order your advance copy please visit www.speechmark.net or http://tinyurl.com/6hyfvs6
How to stop bullying by Dr Andy Hickson. ISBN: 978 0 86388 775 8

A cows poem
Show racism the red card
I’m sat here all alone

Show Racism the Red Card is an
anti-racist charity, which was established in January 1996. The aim
of our organisation is to produce
anti-racist educational resources,
which harness the high profile of
professional footballers to combat
racism.

In a field thnking I’m
Fine but then my friends
Get taken away to get
Slaughtered into dust
Bobby next then Fred
Then I get taken into this
Small, cramped shed with
Blood and guts they
Shoot something at my head
Then it’s over ... dead.
By Kaia Hickson

Our educational materials are very
accessible and have been highly
successful over many years. Footballers are role models for young
people who will listen to them and
learn from them. We have added
to the range and quality of our
resources over the years, but the
central resource remains our Show
Racism the Red Card film, which
features professional footballers.
The organisation has built up a
pool of professional footballers as
patrons and one of the highlights

of our work remains the interaction of the players with young people at our events at Football Clubs.
In Scotland, we also have the job of
trying to combat racism in football.
The campaign has expanded from
our North East of England base
and now has offices in Cardiff and
Glasgow. We have also expanded
our base of role models, to work
with actors and other professional
sports people. Our staff and management committee have developed a three-year business plan
and strategic vision. As part of our
discussions we have reconfirmed
our mission statement.
We are always looking for volunteers. If you would like to get
involved please contact us on tel:
0191 257 8519
See our website for more info:
www.theredcard.org

20 – 29 July 2011
‘ROMANIAN SUMMER SCHOOL’
Drama and play and therapy near
the amazing Carpathian mountains!
A life changing experience! Last year we had an engagement!
More information from
The Rowan Centre, 72 High Street, Glastonbury, BA6 9DZ
Tel: 01458 831395: office@rowancentre.net

MINI PLAY FOR TEACHERS
TO USE IN CLASS
Each month we include a ‘mini play’ to be used in schools and youth groups. This issues’ focus is
on bullying and may not be suitable for all ages.
Use this as a springboard for discussion and a way to find interesting and dramatic ways to bring
the script to life.
Mikey is the bully and he is bullying Geoff. You can use ideas from this script as the basis for
role-plays and classroom discussions.

Mikey

Looka’ here, a song (he reads from a piece
of paper that he has got from the bag). Out
in the street I was feeling the heat, I was
forced to grovel and kiss the bullies feet
… heh heh, yeah ... kiss my feet! You call
that song writing? Its rubbish, a load of
crap. Where do you get off Geoffry? You know
what I think of this (he rips up the paper).
You are sick, severely sick, you ought to
be put inside, I bet that’s why you’ve got
no friends, loner, loser! You know what they
call people like you (pause) eh? (pause)
they don’t call them losers. You’re scum,
that’s what you are S.K.U.M. Scum, yeah!
Now where’s my homework. Oh here we are
(pause) that looks okay, I suppose. It better be better than the last one. ‘Cause that
was rubbish! My dad had a go at me because
it was only a C. You get me a B this time,
okay! NOW - I want my maths homework by Friday, right – B standard! Friday, you better be there. Now clear all this crap from
off the street you you you, scummy loser.
Friday, got it!

(Geoff is on the ground - having been pushed
there by Mikey. He is crying from impotence.
He is ruffled and sobbing as he picks up all
his belongings).

Geoff

Homework, Friday, right. Friday, Friday yes
Friday. How am I gonna do his homework by
Friday. I’ve got so much to do. This is just
too much pressure.. (He can hardly say the
following as he is crying so much, he is
snivelling and pitifull) Where can I, where,
oh where? No, no-o. I can’t. Lost, lost,
lost in hell, I’m sick. Its not fair, oh
please help me. Yes I admit it, I’m a coward, a chicken, a wimp or whatever you want
to call me. I can’t help it, I’m a coward, I
don’t want to get hurt. I’m telling it as it
is, the truth. I don’t know anything else to
do, what can I do? Arghh, I’m going to explode. (screaming) ARRGGHHHHHHHHHH. I only
know one thing for sure and that is that I
cannot take any more of this. The toast has
well and truly gone cold now. Cold and wet.
I’m gone, I truly am, this is definitely the
end of everything.

The Anti Bullying Roadshow is
touring across the UK from July
2011. Book you place now on:
Tel 01934 815163 or see
www.actionwork.com

Each issue we’ll aim to provide you with a new lesson plan
that you can keep for your own use. We accept lesson plans
from teachers and youth workers too, so if you have some
great ideas, please get in touch at
questions@mpower.eu and there’s a good chance we’ll
feature your lesson plan!

Something For
The Teachers

Helping next years intake 1

Step-By-Step Procedure:

This lesson plan is all about getting your current
students to help engage with a new intake of students in to the school, to help new students feel
more at ease and to promote creative writing.

2. Teacher approves the letters for content.

Concept: Creative thinking, end of year fun, making friends, empathy and bullying prevention.
Specific objectives: Write a friendly letter of three
to five paragraphs to next year’s students, advising them about the school, teachers, classes,
homework, where to get help with bullying, peer
mentoring schemes etc in the school, rules and
expected behaviour, lockers , uniform etc.

1. Students write the letters.
3. Students can type letters whenever possible.
4. Teacher can laminate whenever possible.
5. Letters are shared with the end of this year's classes for a laugh, and with next year's students next year,
for some good solid advice on how to get through the
eighth grade if they land on "this" team.

Further work:
Closure: Get the students to read their letters outlous
to the rest of the class
Assessment: Did they write the letter in correct form?

Students should sign the lettersand the content
should be ’approved’ by the teacher. Teachers
should ensure that humour is appropriate and
that the letters are good natured.
Materials and next steps: Paper and writing materials. If possible the letters should be laminated
and placed on the walls ready for the following
year’s students.

Did the letter offer advice for next year's students to
get through their first year?
Adaptations (For Students With Learning Disabilities):
Letters can be typed or tape recorded.
Extensions (For Gifted Students): Write a letter specific pupil and ofer to be a buddy.

Something For
The Teachers

Each issue we’ll aim to provide you with a new lesson plan
that you can keep for your own use. We accept lesson plans
from teachers and youth workers too, so if you have some
great ideas, please get in touch at
questions@mpower.eu and there’s a good chance we’ll
feature your lesson plan!

Helping next years intake 2
Step-By-Step Procedure:
Creating a poem book.

1. Students write the poems.
2. Teacher approves the letters for content.

This lesson plan, like the first, is all about getting
your current students to help engage with a new
intake of students in to the school, to help new
students feel more at ease and to promote creative
writing.
Concept: Creative writing, having fun, helping other
students, empathy and bullying prevention.
Specific objectives: Each student writes a 4-line
poem in a simple form, around a theme set by the
teacher.
Students write their poem on white paper, cut
around it and glue it to the centre of an A4 sheet of
coloured paper. They can add illustrations around
the edges. pages are then placed back-to-back and
laminated. They are then joined together with metal
rings to form a book. Next years intake of students
will enjoy reading these poems immensely.

3. Students cut out poems and stick on to coloured
paper.
4. Teacher laminates poems.
5. Teacher ring binds the poems
Further work:
Students read out their poems in class.
Example poem
I love life in this school
Our teachers are really cool
Break times are really funny
Especially when the sky is sunny.

Kenya 2010
In February / March 2010 three
clowns went from Sweden to
Kenya for an expedition of a
month. The aim was to bring
laughter and play into places
where a conflict-ridden everyday
life prevents children from being
as much children as they should.
I was one of the clowns.
We landed in Nairobi early one
morning in mid-February. Our
equipment was stuck in customs and we had to go to the

YWCA office without it. Mosquito
nets, moist air, new colors, crickets
singing way to loud, fried bread
for breakfast. For me this is how
adventure smells.
For two intense days we stayed in
Nairobi to rehearse with Chris, a
Kenyan 19-year-old and amazing
acrobat. He had been headhunted
by YWCA staff at the beach of
Mombhasa and got into contact
with our tour leader, Pelle Haneus,
during an earlier collaboration.

After bribing some people at the
airport we finally got our equipment back and could take off
to the north. After two days of
traveling at almost non-existent
roads, we finally reached the
Dadaab Refugee Camps up at the
Somali border.
So at three o’clock in the afternoon
in forty-four degrees Celcius we
threw ourselves out of the jeep
and sweated us threw our fortyfive minutes show in a schoolyard
in one of the camps.
The approx. 500 children, school
staff and security personnel (who
were following us around everywhere) stayed in the shadow of the
few trees. Most of them laughed,
others threw stones, some wanted
to stay and play with us, others
walked away with wondering faces.
In the following heat that shook
our unaccustomed bodies we
stayed under the fan questioning
what we had embarked on.
But the next few weeks we played
16 performances for around 10
000 children. In the refugee camps
and later in the coastal town
Mombhasa we alternated school
performances with market places,
youth prisons and orphanages. We
also collaborated with Chris acrobatic group Puma Boyz. Five boys
aged between 15 and 25, all bred
in a village outside Mombhasa.
Acrobatics had become a way for
them to stay away from drugs and
crime, something that unfortunately is a common output for the
poor of their age.
This expedition was part of the
master’s year, “Laughter without
borders”. Year 2009/2010 was the
first collaboration between the
Stockholm Royal Dramatic College
(Stockholms Dramatiska Högskola)
and the organization Clowns With-

out Borders. The purpose was to
train already professional performers in the methodology and policy
that the organization has. This year
of 2011 the second round is up
under the name - A Year of Physical Comedy. In late march the ten
students went to Rwanda for a two
week tour.
Clowns without Borders
Clowns withouth Borders (CWB) is
a NGO founded in Barcelona, Spain
in 1993. A group of educators was
at the time developing a program
for the Catalan schools in
“education for peace”.
In this framework, the
artist and clown Tortell
Poltrona was invited to
perform at the refugee camp of Veli Joze
(Savusavu) in Croatia,
on 26 February 1993.
This experience demonstrated the utility
of arts and education to improve
socio-psychological
situation of postconflict populations (especially children) and laid the ground
for the establishment of the organization.
CWB is an active organization in
nine countries and has ongoing or
past projects in over fifty. Every
entity is autonomous and who ever
wants to can start a new branch of
CWB wherever you are. Still, there
of course exists a common cause
and policy for all this organizations.
At the Swedish website you can
read this statement that could be
said being the essence of what the
organizations stands and works for.
Clowns Without Borders’ mission
is to spread laughter, joy and hope.
We send clowns and performers to
children and communities affected

by war, conflict and other crises
around the world. We use humor
and play to uphold human dignity
and as a way to give children and
adults the opportunity to develop.
In Sweden, we increase awareness
and knowledge around people who
are in vulnerable situations around
the world.
CWB Sweden has two different
ways of working. One is the tours
based on performing. Here the
artists are traveling for x amount
of time with the main aim of giving
shows. According to the
circum-

stances
the artists also stay after
the show to play and give shorter
workshops in acrobatics and other
skills.
The other method is a more longterm way of thinking where the
artists go and help local leaders to
develop their own tools for them
to continue working when the
Swedish clowns are gone.
The last paragraph of the above
quote refers to the second half of
the job artists and clowns do as a
part of CWB missions. After returning from an expedition the aim is
to make people at your place of
origin more aware of what is going
on out there. This is made through

information campaigns. These can
contain all from simple and plain
information to performances made
around the experience the artists
had at the expedition. It has shown
to be a very important source both
for the artists to process their own
experience and for raising interest
around the organization and its
work.
Personal experience
For me it has been a very rich and
important part of my development
as a performer and person to get
the opportunity to join Clowns
without Borders and their work.
The fusion of laughter and
play with the social
work is a beautiful method to work
towards a more
happy and harmonious world.
Facts and links
Dadaab Refugee
Camps:
Since the late - 1980s to
over one million people
have fled from Somalia because of drought,
famine and civil war. The
three camps Dagahayle,
Haga Dera and IFOR was built for a
capacity of 90 000 people but now
has a population of close to 300
000th Sometimes it can get up to
1,000 new refugees per day.
Clowns without borders:
www.clownswithoutborders.net
www.skratt.nu
www.circcric.com (Tortell Poltrona,
founder of Clowns without Borders)
For more pictures from Kenya
http://www.flickr.com/photos/49031119@N07/?saved

Words by Ewa Wikstrom

UK - Mongolia - UK
Overland Expedition Blog
In the last issue we brought you a
strory about a family who traveled
overland in a 41-year old landrover from the UK to Mongolia
and back. Did they make it? Here
are selected extracts from their
blog. You can find the full blog at:
trip100.ontheroad.to/uk-mongoliauk/ Most of these entries were
sent via text from a mobile phone.

nights wild camping - we are in a cute cultivated campsite on the edge of Prague,
hooked up to the electric. We all just had
civilised showers and have washed all our
clothes. Now we are off for beer, wine and
food.
Poland - Made it to Poland. Through the
mountains. This short leg took ages as we
broke down going up hill several times.
Andy spent time adjusting the Carb.
Thanks Alan for the advice/ideas. We arrived in time to watch Spain beat Holland
- the TV room was filled with Dutch!

UK - Succesful first day, 280 km & no

breakdowns! Stopped 7 times for kids
wee breaks! Kids tired but v excited.
Cath lost her hoodie out of the window. Scream!
France - Arras/france-made it across
ferry&thro france. V hot! Fuel pumps
playing up~i wil chk once engine
cooled down. Lots of smiles frm
peeps as we passed them
Belgium - Left france & into belgium. First bit of wild camping nxt
to a lake. Stil very hot. Kids swam
in lake. Mir said best time ever.
Kaia got delibeli. Goodtimes.
Germany - Made it to germany as they
won 4nil & were greeted with roars of
delight from the German fans. Door was
forced on truk & lok broken - not sure
how this happened - we hope that it was
not someone trying to break in. Anyway it
means that we cannot use the side door
properly. Losheim is beautiful. Fuel pumps
stil dodgy. Spending the night in a hotel
charged to the EU commission as Andy
has a meeting on one of his European anti-bullying projects - kids very excited and
are off to the pool for a swim and a cool
down. Gives a chance to fix some of the
things on the truck, do a general service,
wash the clothes and generally reorganise. Reuth/germany camping wild in forest, seen snake, mice&hare. Intimidated
by lorry driver 4 40km as he did not like
our slow speed, but all ok. Huge mozzies
here! The night was so dark - no lights, no
moon and no stars - very spooky. It was a
bit scary when we wanted to take a leak
at night. Saw more wildlife.
Prague, Czech Republic - We made it to
Prague, what a wonderful and magical
place. Camping is a big contrast to last

the day!!

This morning Kaia
and Mir
went
swimming
while Andy
worked
on truck
(taking out
thermostat
and repairing
broken wires)
and Cath did
some domestics. Each day
gets hotter and
hotter and we
keep mainjg the
mistake of leaving
in the middle of

Camping wild south of Poznan out of
necesity just off a farm track as go too2
late to go on. Fun day driving bakabush,
came to 2 dead ends & a non existent
bridge. As we arrived at the non existent
bridge, kaia suggested we drive through
the river LOLZ - it was deep and muddy,
so a big no no
Torun - Shorter travel
day today. We are at a
place known for its gothic
architecture and astronomy.
The campsite is in the middle
of town. Journey here was
without problems, except for
Charlie moaning and groaning
away. Andy will need to sort
out the accelerator linkage and
steering while we are here.
We are in the great great mazurian lakes, North East Poland. Hired
a motor boat for the day & explored lakes
& rivers. Just the most beautiful & exhilerating day. The river running through the
forest reminded Andy of the Malaysian

jumgle. Lots of wildlife, birds, butterflies,
dragon flies, swans, geese.
Lithuania - In Jurbarkus, Lithuania. Clean,
beautiful well kept country. Friendly
welcoming people. Camped in someones
garden. Huge forest next door. Stil no
internet! Very flat country. This place
is close to the Russian border. We have
renamed this place Jo Barker! Camping in
someones back garden was fun.
Naringa - On a spit in Lithuania. A small
stretch of land just of the coast of
Lithuania. There are bears, elk and other
wild animals here - it is an Unesco world
heritage site. Camping in a site within the
pine forests. Can hear the sea. Tranquil
and beautiful. Lots of locals coming up to
us and asking about the truck. Cath and
the kids on the beach looking for wild
amber which apparently gets washed
ashore here. Andy is under the truck fixing
a petrol leak and a clanging noise! The
rear petrol tank is leaking so have had
to empty it. Have two more tanks on the
sides so will continue with those and wait
till we get back to the UK.
Latvia - We are in Latvia, staying by a lake
south of Rezekne. We all went swimming in the lake, tranquil, and watched a
pink golden sunset. Had trouble getting
money as Latvia banks dont take travelers
chqs which was a prob we had 2 solve we eventually found a nice person who
helped and we changed some euros.
Russia
We are finally in Russia, four hours at
border - on the whole the border guards
were
fairly easy going the
Latvian side - the
Latvian border guard
said with a smile
“good luck you’ll
need it!”
Near Moscow What a day of
Driving to with
us but we had
to go through
one guard after
another. They
checked the
truck contents repeatedly and
we filled out endless forms. It was quite
funny on day - the roads were from hell!!
One long pit-holed road filled with fast,
dangerous
lorries!! One of the scariest and exciting

drives we have ever had!! The children
watched two films. Charlie really did not
like the heat or the pot holes and groaned
all day. We have made it to about 200kms
from Moscow.
Moscow - Spent the day in Moscow - too
hurried to enjoy. Crazy drivers, lots of
near misses, saw three crashes. Beautiful city but people seem really rude and
unfriendly.
Kazan - We Made it to Kazan. This city is
billed as west russia meeting east russia
with a whole mix of culture, and is the
capital of the Tartarstan Republic. It is also
apparently one of the only places in Russia to have a tourist information centre
(we will check it out and see if it works).
We were stopped 4 times by the police!

towns.
Lake Baikal - We have now gone as far
east as we need and are taking a well
earned rest on Olkhon Island. This island
is in Lake Baikal (short
ferry ride).
Lake Baikal
is the largest fresh
water
lake
in the
world
and
holds
a fifth
of the

Perm - On our way 2 Perm. The size of
Russia & the obnoxious people we have
met have been getting us down. Currently
feels like we are enduring rather than
enjoying.

worlds
fresh water. This place is very
spiritual with a big shamanic tradition. It
is beautiful.

Kumgur - Amazing ice caves were so cold
& instant relief from the oppressive heat.
Frozen waterfalls & lakes. Kaia helped
andy change air & petrol filters on truck.
The air filter is quite a difficult change - it
is based in an oil bath.

Irkutsk - Past Irkutsk 400km from Ulan
Ude. A Russian said ‘the worst things
about Russia are the roads & fools problem is that all the fools are on the
roads’!!!! Spent the day driving round
Lake Baikal - beautiful.

Asia - Officially & geologically in Asia.
Gone through Ekaterinberg & on route
to Tyomen. The road is long! Good maps
thing of the past, relying on road signs
now.
Siberia - I hope I don’t put the mockers on
things but it seems the more east we go
in Russia the more chilled out the people
get. For example, today Andy backed the
truck 50 meteres down a one-way street
(the wrong way) and was spotted by
a policeman. Instead of the expected
fine the policeman stopped the traffic and
helped us.
Novosibirsk - Kaia suffering with mozie
bites! Full tank petrol: uk=£75 russia=£30!
Gaz bot: uk=£20 russia=£1.50! Drinkin
stella in another trukstop. The road is
long!
Mariinski - Driving thro the largest forest
in world-larger than India! Stopped 70km
from Mariinski in clean parkin spot wiv
swings4kids&beer4us&fab view. All ok.
Wild West Russia - 300km from lake
Baikal. Road is like a cratored stony farmtrak-20 to 30kph max! Low mileage long
hours 2day. Driven thro wildwest type

Altanbulag - We are at the Mongolian border waiting

city in the world. Driving through UB was
soooooooo scary - drivers have no road
sense and drive anywhere they want.
CRAZY! Loving the Mongolian vibe, what
a change from Russia - when you smile at
people they actually smile back at you!
Backabush - We are all really enjoying the
cultural experience of Ulaan Baatar but
we are now ready to get out of this city
and going out in to the wilds of Mongolia
tomorrow, staying in the Mongolian Ger
and doing some drama with the street
children for a while. We will not have any
internet access while we are there.
Camp 1 - We spent 2 days in under the
8’s kids camp. First night sleeping in a ger
(Yurt). We played lots of drama games
with the children, went on a walk up in
to the hills and met some wild horses.
The children had had fun. Eagles galore!
Watched some horses being milked mares milk is a taste unto itself!
Camp 2 - We have just got back from living and working in our second Mongolian
children’s camp for street children and orphans. It has been an invigorating experience as well as being extremely tiring. We
have run theatre workshops in the open
air with up to 30 children at a time - they
responded really well to all the sessions.
Gobi desert - In the middle of the middle
Gobi about 25km sw of Choir on route
to Mandalgov. Walked up hill 2 get mb
signal. Desolate landscape. Interesting
rocks/stones.
Gobi - Driving across Gobi desert-no rds,
using lat/long cords on gps. In middle
of nowhere! Scary/exciting. Saw camels.
Making fire wiv dried poo! - this is how
the Mongolian nomads do it as there is no
trees and hence no wood. Walked up a hill
to get another Mb sig.

for it to open.
This is a wild west town. Lets
hope we get through with no probs or
scams! We all ok but tired. We had a scary
drive through the mountains to get here
- thought we were being chased by some
bandits! paranoia or what!!
Mongolia - Stopped in huge thunderstorm
50km from Ulan Baatar. Wil sleep it out &
go in to UB in morning. First day in Mongolia fantastic. Animals galore. All happy.
The border guards on both sides were
really friendly.
Ulaan Baatar - We made it to the capital
of Mongolia. In winter this is the coldest

Gobi - The last three days in the Gobi
desert were some of the scariest we have
ever experienced. We found the road
from hell which was 290km of pot-holed,
sometimes 45 degree angled windy, hot,
sandy, crumbly, cratored track. It was a
road used by lorries and they also left the
most horrible ridges that were boneshakers.
Afer the Gobi desert we turned round
and headed back home to the UK. Did we
make it? Go and read the blog or wait for
instalment 2 in the next issue of the mag.
Words: Andy Hickson
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WORKSHOPS AT THE ROWAN CENTRE, GLASTONBURY
March – June 2011
Open Talk, by Sue Jennings, Monday 7‐9
28 March ‘Theatre of Resilience’: the application of drama for children with behavioural difficulties.

Saturday and Sunday Workshops: £60
12 March ‘Creative Puppet Making’: make your own puppet and learn new techniques with Ramona Belcher
19 March ‘Art as Therapy’: re‐connect with your own playfulness and fun with Janette Parker

9 April - Special Guest Seminar with Sir Richard Bowlby
Primary Attachment
Sir Richard will speak on his father’s legacy in modern times including a DVD presentation.
£65 including a light lunch.
16 April ‘Music Therapy’: an opportunity for nurture and creativity, especially for carers, with Helen Lunt
7 May ‘Play Therapy’: play therapy skills and application and also fun! With Ali Chown
14 May ‘Autism: new brain research’: what can MRI scans tell us about the neural pathways with Jude Kidd
15 May ‘Bereavement and Loss’: a workshop to support transitions and change with Anna Jacobs
21 May ‘Not too cool to Play’: working creatively with adolescents with difficulties with Larry Galloway
4 June ‘StoryBuilding’: teaches story writing skills and develops story confidence with Sue Jennings
11 June ‘Dramatherapy’: a practical workshop of games, activities and exercises with Dawn Miller
2 July ‘Practical Storytelling’: for teachers, therapists and supervisors with Sharon Jacksties

20 – 29 July 2011 - ‘Romanian Summer School’
Drama and play and therapy near the amazing Carpathian mountains!
A life changing experience! Last year we had an engagement!

Further information: office@rowancentre.net, sue@rowancentre.net
Supervisors Diploma Course: taught modules 2011: 8,9,10 April, 1,2,3 July, 26,27,28,29 August, 28,29,30
October and 10 hours of ‘supervision on supervision’ Total Course Fees: £1,600 (instalments possible).
Supervision Group with Sue Jennings for Play, Drama, Arts Therapists and Counsellors:
Wednesday evenings 7‐10pm commencing in March, inquire for fees and dates.
Booking: cheque payable to Rowan Centre, send to Rowan Centre, 72 High Street, Glastonbury, Somerset BA6 9DZ
(you can also pay with PayPal@rowancentre.net or telephone 01458 831395 with a card)

Anti Bullying Village
In January 2011partners from the
UK, Germany, Italy, Norway, Poland, Israel and Bulgaria launched
a new European project called
“ABV4Kids – the virtual Anti-Bullying-Village for Kids and Teens”.
The ABV4Kids aims to be a virtual
village for young people created
by young people in the 3D virtual
learning environment of OpenSim
and addresses the problems of
school bullying and violence, racism and xenophobia.
This project builds on the educational potential 3D virtual learning
environments offer. More than
other online platforms they give
their users a sense of real time
involvement, promote new forms
of social interaction and give them
room for creative processes.
It can be motivational and highly
attractive for young people to
interact and cooperate with young
people from other countries in 3D
virtual learning environments. In
a creative way it also helps them
acquire basic skills needed in modern society such as social thinking,
e-collaboration, conflict resolution
and e-competences in terms of
working with Web 2.0. This project
will encourage reflection of the cultural diversity of Europe in terms
of languages, working styles and
ways of thinking.
Schools, students and young people are encouraged to get involved.
Together we will commonly plan
and create the virtual Anti-Bullying-Village that will consist of a

virtual school, a virtual parliament
and a creative arts centre. In close
cooperation with young people
the virtual Anti-Bullying-Village
will host various events targeting
school bullying and violence, racism and xenophobia, such as work
shops, role plays, public discussions, exhibitions, film displays,
and many others.
What benefits will your schools
have from getting involved in this
project? Amongst others the pupils
from your school will have the opportunity to:
• interact & cooperate with schools
& young people from countries in
& outside Europe
• explore and reflect the use of
new media in a creative way
• reflect about school bullying and
violence at your school, your country and on an International level
• meet and discuss with experts on
school bullying from your own and
other countries
• learn more about other countries’ cultures, their way of thinking, working styles etc.
•practice e-cooperation and get to
know strategies of overcoming difficulties in a cooperative way

• be credited on our web site,
our International web campaigns,
papers we publish, at conferences
etc.
• create a virtual represetation of
your school in a 3D virtual learning environment (e.g. in form of a
classroom or a small virtual building) that can be used by the pupils
of your school
• get a certificate for your participation at our International project
Note that there would be no financial cost or charge for schools to be
involved in this project.
If you are interested in getting
involved in our project or if you
have any questions related to the
ABV4Kids project, please contact
us via questions(at)mpower.eu or
write to: Dr Andy Hickson, Actionwork, PO Box 433, Weston-superMare, North Somerset BS24 0NF.
We want to hearing from you.
On behalf of the ABV4Kids partners
- Zentrum für empirische pädagogische Forschung, Universität
Koblenz-Landau (Germany)
- CINECA - Consorzio Interuniversitario (Italy)

• be “pioneers” in an innovative
European project

- ET Infoart (Bulgaria)

Moreover, your school will have
the opportunity to:

- Barnevakten - Kids and Media
(Norway)

• establish links and partnerships

- Pedagogy Academy of Lodz (Poland)

with schools from Germany, Italy,
Norway, Poland, Israel and Bulgaria

- Actionwork (United Kingdom)

- The Open University (Israel)

LIBERA
“Libera. Associations, names and
numbers against mafias”.
“Libera. “, was born in Italy on
25 March 1995 with the purpose
of involving and supporting all
those who are interested in the
fight against mafias and organized crime. Libera is
presently
a network
of more
than 1,500
associations, groups
and schools,
committed to
building organisational
synergies between the political
and cultural local realities capable
of promoting a culture of lawfulness. The law on the social use of
the real estate confiscated from
organized crime, the education on
democratic lawfulness, the fight
against corruption, the camps for
antimafia education, the projects
on work, development and antiusury activities, are some of Libera’s concrete commitments.
In Italy, the law n. 109/96 provides for the granting to third parties—private organizations; cooperatives; municipal, provincial and
regional administrations—of all
property acquired through illegal
activities. The third parties then
return them to the community
by converting the properties to
socially beneficial uses. During the
13 years since its it passing, the
law has converted to use for the
community more than 4500 real
estate properties (apartments,
villas and lands). The confiscated
lands in Sicily, Calabria, Campania,
Puglia and Lazio have been taken

over by cooperatives of students
and have produced oil, wine,
pasta, taralli, legumes, preserves
and other organic goods.
All of our products are marked
with the Libera Terra quality and
civic responsibility assurance.
Every year on these lands we run
international community service
work
camps.
One of the most
important
activities of
Libera is dedicated to the
creation and
running of educational programs regarding the
values of citizenship and the fight
against the mafia. These programs
aim to raise awareness about
issues of civic responsibility and
promote respect for the law by
forging relationships with schools,
universities, private organizations
and local administrations. Libera
is accredited as
a
teaching program
by the Italian
Ministry of
Universities and
Research.
On March
21 every year, Libera
celebrate the Day of Memory
and Commitment to Remember
the Victims of the Mafia. March
21, the first day of spring, is the
symbol of renewed hope and also
a chance for victims’ families who
have found comfort through Libera to meet. The Day of Memory
gives these relatives the chance to
reflect on their mourning as they
search for real justice, transforming their pain into an effective,

and non-violent, instrument of
peace and change. The program
is also committed to creating a
database of victims of the mafia in
order to rekindle the memory of
the many whose life was unjustly
taken.
Illegal trafficking, international environmental crimes, frauds, intellectual property crimes and worldwide illicit economic networks can
only be fought effectively only by
an efficient and organized global
organization. Such an organisation
should be committed to reporting
wrongdoing, pushing for legislative action and spreading a culture
of respect for the law. To achieve
our objectives, we are building a
web of social organizations not
limited to simply helping victims
but also dedicated to removing
the causes of suffering, fostering
democratic participation in the
fight and promoting human rights.
In June 2008, Libera supported the
creation of FLARE (Freedom Legality And Rights in Europe), a network of about 50 organizations
from 30 EuroMediterranean
countries. Furthermore, since
market globalization has favored
the worldwide
distribution of the
mafia, uniting and
capitalizing on all the anti-mafia
efforts in Africa, Asia and Latin
America is imperative. Currently,
Libera is working to globalize the
guiding principles and effectiveness of the Italian law for the
social use of confiscated lands.
More info: www.libera.it
Words provided by
By Marilena La Placa

The Railway Boys Project in Romania focuses on
teenagers and young men who are sleeping rough
and who are gradually being brought into a residential centre called The New Life Project.
Most of the young men had been abandoned in
orphanages such as those depicted on TV after
the fall of the dictator Ceausescu: many of them
were at near starvation and had suffered appalling abuse. Many of these young men had run
away from the orphanages as young children and
survived on their wits, sleeping under railway
bridges, on the stations, or in drain-covers.
Rowan Tree Trust collaborates with The New Life,
a Romanian NGO, in a programme of rehabilitation that addresses attachment needs through
play and drama. The attachment work needs to be age-appropriate yet cover the range of experiences of a
new born baby. Every individual has a volunteer partner, and he following structure is used over 4-5 days at a
rural camp. Every session starts with hand massage and closes with a ‘bedtime’ story.
Sensory Play: hand massage, shaving foam, finger paint, back massage
Rhythmic Play: using the partners’ back as a drum for coordinating beats;
exploring heart beats
Dramatic Play: drama games of chase, hide and seek, and three
legged races
Embodiment: a range of development movement involving trust.
Projection: painting a frame for a self-portrait that was photographed on the first day; creating a mould of a hand from Modroc
and painting it.
Role: playing drama with the moulded hands; listening to and refinally enacting a story ‘Mihai the Shepherd Boy’ an old Romanian folk tale.

sponding to the daily story and

The group of boys first of all stood out because none of them tried to run away which is a common response
for people living on the streets; their degree of concentration from individuals who are all ‘hyper vigilant’ was
surprising; all tasks were struggled with but completed. The rituals of rhythms and movement were developed
by the group themselves. The final story was developed and enacted with each small group having a different ending. There was a high degree of social
skills and care shown, for example when some
people were less well coordinated with the art
materials and were helped by others.
For more information on the Railway Boys
Project contact sue@rowancentre.net, or write
to:
The Rowan Centre, 72 High Street, Glastonbury
BA6 9DZ, (The Rowan Tree Trust UK charity
1114393)
Words: Sue Jennings PhD
Photos: Peter Stein

Q1) Hello, what’s your name? A) My name is Brett A. Scudder and I am the president/
chairman and founder of SISFI “Scudder’s Info Tech SecuriCity Foundation, Inc.” out of
NYC. We are a social intelligence organization that works with people, communities,
schools, churches and businesses internationally on the issues of abuse, bullying (on and
offline), workplace/domestic/school violence and suicide prevention through education,
awareness, training and resources.
Q 2) What are you best known for? A) My personality, knowledge, resources, interpersonal skills and ability to work with people (children, youths, adults) across the board.
3) What might a lot of people not know about you? A) I’m a very shy when it comes to my
personal life/things. I was raised in a very challenging home environment & suffered many
hardships physically and psychologically.
Q 4) Who has inspired you? A) My mother, my wife and our children. I saw many of the challenges my mother
faced when I was a child and I swore to myself that I wouldn’t want to see her suffer through that as long as I
was around.
Q 5) What have you been up to recently? A) A number of national initiatives because of how deeply impacted
we are from the issues of abuse, bullying, domestic violence and suicide. The levels of education and awareness on these issues is very disheartening as many people still don’t see or know how they fit into the matrix
and how all four are interconnected. In working with the various agencies, groups and organizations I have
been providing guidance and support in addressing the systematic failures that enhance these issues across
the board. In April we launch our National Abuse, Bullying, Domestic Violence & Suicide Prevention Bus Tour/
Road Show that will be bringing much needed education, awareness and resources on these issues to the people across the country. A resource guide is also being viewed by an international audience.
6) What will you be doing next? A) On October 7th 2011, we will be hosting our annual Abused and Bullied
Victims and Survivors Apprecilove Tribute Day of love, togetherness, happiness, support and friendship to pay
honor and tribute to the victims and people who have been and are affected by the impacts and effects of
abuse and bullying in our world.
7) Who or what keeps you going each day? A) My family, friends, the children in our schools who are not being
heard when suffering at the hands of decadent leaders, administrators and parents.
8) What’s your favourite joke? (keep it clean) A) I’d say it is the one about parents who live in their “protected
zones” thinking they are untouched or not affected by the issues of abuse, bullying, domestic violence and
suicide. I find that the funniest because when they do become impacted by it, they come running an screaming help, bring the army, the military, the president of the country, the police, the army reserves, BRING EVERYBODY. They never saw themselves as being in the line of fire or being in the war zone and then suffer from
their own ignorance. It’s a bad joke but funny when the reality hits them and how they respond.
9) Do you have any regrets? A) I lost a lot to this path I choose to walk and even though it hurts and I feel the
impacts every day, I don’t have any regrets because I love what I do.
10) If you had three wishes, what would you ask for? The only rule is you can’t ask for more wishes or money.
1. I wish more people would get involved in their communities to help spread the education, awareness and
resources needed to holistically address the systematic issues of abuse, bullying, domestic violence and suicide
before more lives are lost to them.
2. I wish the elected officials and community leaders would stop seeking glory and fame for doing what they
should be doing for the people and standing up for what is right and what they were put in office for.
3. I wish our parents would take more responsibility for the lives, wellbeing and deeds of their children.
11) If you weren’t doing what you do, what would you be doing? A) I love doing what I am doing & wouldn’t
change it.
More info about Brett’s work here: www.sisfi.org

